Professional Entrance and Exit, Lane Monitoring
License Plate Camera Manual
Version：3.1

Products Introduction
Thank you for using our company's Ambarella series license plate machine. It adopts
Ambarella A5s high performance image processor ， SONY CMOS Sensor,with excellent glare
suppression, super wide dynamics, automatic gain value, 3D noise reduction. Innovative
electronic image stabilization technology effectively reduces motion blur and eliminates motion
image smear. Built-in Ai model detection algorithm, Come to the car to automatically turn on
the strong light suppression，Vehicle leaving automatically turns off strong light suppression，
No vehicle passing is a normal starlight camera. Support ground sense coil capture, virtual coil
capture, TF card local storage, P2P remote preview, storage, download video,can monitor
multiple lanes simultaneously ， The maximum speed is 180KM/h, ONVIF/GB28181 protocol,
compatible with the mainstream NVR in the market, provides SDK development kit for
secondary development docking.

Statement：
1.The contents described in this manual may be slightly different from the one
you are using. If you encounter any unresolved problems when using this

manual, please contact our technical support department or product supplier.
2.The contents of this manual will be updated from time to time, and our
company reserves the right to leave it without notice.
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1. Machine description
1.1 Capture function license plate camera

Wiring diagram

2. Computer IE login camera
2.1 IE settings, before the computer IE logs in to the camera, please modify your IE browser settings to
prevent the camera from displaying images after login. The setting method as follows：
2.1.1 open IE browser and click Settings → Click Compatibility View Placement
2.1.2 Add the IP address of the camera as shown below.
2.1.3 open IE browser and click Tools→Internet Options→Security→Internet→Custom Level, as shown
below。
2.1.4 Initialize and execute scripts for ActiveX controls that are not marked as safe for scripting. Change to
prompt; download unsigned ActiveX controls and change them to prompts, as shown below:
2.1.5 ActiveX Control Auto Prompt Change to Enabled, Advanced → Allow to run or install software even if
the signature is invalid (checked).
2.2 Change the IP address of the computer and the IP address of the camera to the same network segment,
enter the IP address of the camera in IE browser, click Enter to refresh the connection, enter the username:
admin, password: admin, click OK, click on the computer to view（(For the first connection, please click on the
installation software). Our company license plate camera has the IP of the identification camera on the label.
If the machine IP cannot be found, it can be searched by our company's search tool. Please refer to Chapter 4
Camera IP Modification.

2.3 After installing the control → click the Enter button to refresh the connection, enter the user name,
password, click OK, click on the computer to watch。

3. Client connection
3.1 Change the IP address of the computer and the IP address of the camera to the same network segment.
3.2 After the client software is installed, the client management software icon is displayed on the desktop, as
shown in the left figure below.

【Login】 Log in to the default user as admin, the password is empty, click the "confirm" button to enter the
main interface of the client.
【Back】

Only users with admin privileges can log out of the client, and users with user and guest privileges
cannot quit the client.

3.3 Click the software one-click add button to add all the devices in the local area with one click.

One-click add device

Click to switch to video playback interface

Click to switch to remote video playback interface

Click to switch to the settings interface

Click to switch to the log operation interface

Logout user and switch user

Click to exit the client
3.4 For more detailed functions and opening and use of the client, please read the CMS client software
manual of our company.

When you log out of the client, you need to enter the administrator name and login password
to log out of the client.

4. Camera IP modification
4.1 Use the search tool to modify the IP.
4.1.1 Please install our company search tool first, and generate the shortcut icon on the desktop after the
installation is completed.

Search tool icon
4.1.2 Double-click the search tool icon → click Next, as shown below.

4.1.3 Enter the new IP in the red line box as shown below, → click Next, wait for the operation → click Finish.

4.2 IE login camera to modify camera IP
4.2.1 Log in to the camera in IE browser → click on Parameter Settings → click on Network Settings → enter
new IP → click on the application, as shown below.

5.Camera connect NVR camera
Our company license plate camera has built-in ONVIF/GB28181 protocol, compatible with mainstream NVR
recorders such as Hikvision, Dahua, Jufeng, Zhongwei, etc. Please connect to NVR search interface when you
connect to any manufacturer's NVR recorder, and manually search for added equipment. (ONVIF protocol
connection, can not automatically network connection).
5.1 Connect the camera and NVR to the same LAN and ensure that the camera and NVR network are clear.
5.2 Enter the NVR manual search interface → click device search → select device → click add → click
application → click to confirm as shown below.
5.3 After adding the device, please check the recording code setting of the corresponding channel. The
license plate camera captures the fast moving license plate number, so the video quality requirements of
the recorder are relatively high. Please pay attention to the following points:

5.3.1 The resolution of the NVR primary stream must match the resolution of the camera, with a frame rate
of 25/30 frames and above.
5.3.2 To limit the code stream, the code stream value should be above 2048Kb/S, please refer to the following
figure.

6. Lens focal length adjustment
6.1 Open the top cover of the camera, loosen the zoom and focus screw of the lens counterclockwise with a
flat-blade screwdriver, adjust the zoom screw to adjust the image to the appropriate size, and then adjust
the focus screw to adjust the image to clear the lens screw.

6.2 Lens focal length adjustment, 2.0 Megapixel license plate camera is recommended to see two to three
lanes, 4.0 Megapixel license plate camera is recommended to see three to four lanes, the image width
please refer to the following figure.
6.3 The parallel angle should not be greater than 15 degrees, and the angle of the bevel should not be greater
than 45 degrees. Please refer to the following figure for the image width.

7. Ai smart car inspection mode setting
When the Ai smart car inspection mode is turned on, it is necessary to first turn on the Ai mode on the
control panel, and then set the image inspection area.
7.1.1 The standard license plate camera control panel Ai mode is turned on. Please press the “strong light
suppression” button on the control panel before powering on the camera. Do not release it, then turn on the
power of the camera for three seconds; then turn off the power of the camera. At the same time, release the
"Strong Light Suppression" button, wait for three seconds, then power on the camera, the red indicator light
on the control panel lights up, the setting is successful, as shown in the left figure below.
7.1.2 The capture mode camera control panel Ai mode is enabled. Please press the “Up and Down” buttons
on the LCD control panel to move the yellow cursor to the vehicle inspection mode, and then press the “Left”
button to set the vehicle inspection mode to automatic. The set parameters will be saved automatically, and
the LCD screen will not be operated automatically within 30 seconds, as shown in the right figure below.

7.2 Set image car inspection identification area: Enter camera IE, click parameter setting → capture setting →
virtual coil → select window 1 → mouse to drag green area line, the height of the upper and lower areas
is 1/6 of the whole picture, try to rely on the top of the screen; According to the site road width setting,
as shown below.

The height of the area above and below is 1/6 of the entire screen.

8. License plate parameter setting
8.1 Speed setting
8.1.1. The standard license plate camera supports 30KM/h, 60KM/h, 90KM/h, 120KM/h. It is controlled by
the “vehicle speed” button on the control panel. The user should set the camera speed according to the
actual speed of the scene, as shown in the left figure below.
8.1.2

The capture function license plate camera supports 30KM/h, 60KM/h, 90KM/h, 120KM/h, 150KM/h,

and 180KM/h. Please press the “Up and Down” buttons on the LCD control panel to move the yellow cursor.
To the speed, press the “Left and Right” button to set the parameter value. The set parameter machine will
be saved automatically. The LCD screen will not be operated automatically within 30 seconds, as shown in the
right figure below.

As below shows speed 60KM/h

As below shows speed 60KM/h

8.1.3 The user should set the camera speed according to the actual speed of the scene. The speed setting is
too high, the brightness of the scene environment is darker, which will cause the brightness of the whole
screen to be darker; if the speed of the vehicle is too low, the brightness of the screen will be higher, but
the number of the license plate may be smear and unclear. The user should follow the construction. The
actual vehicle speed of the on-site section sets the speed mode of the camera. The camera defaults to
60KM/h. The speed setting effect diagram is as follows, please refer to it.

Speed setting is low

Speed setting is right

8.2 Ambient brightness setting
8.2.1 The standard license plate camera ambient brightness supports four modes: low mode, medium mode,
high mode, and high mode. It is controlled by the “Environmental Brightness” button on the control panel.
There is no indicator light for ambient brightness. Please set the actual shooting effect according to the actual
shooting effect. As shown in the left figure below.
8.2.2 Capture mode license plate camera ambient brightness supports low mode, medium mode, high mode,
high mode four modes, please press the "up and down" buttons on the LCD control panel to move the yellow
cursor to the ambient brightness, and then press " The left and right buttons set the parameter value, the set
parameter machine will automatically save, and the LCD screen will not automatically operate within 30
seconds, as shown in the right figure below.

8.2.3 The ambient brightness is set to the brightness of the surrounding scene of the camera. Set the
sensitivity of the image sensor. The factory default mode. The ambient brightness parameter should not
be set by the user under normal circumstances. If the environment is set too high, the license plate will
be overexposed and whitish. The license plate is blurred, and the license plate cannot be seen. Please
refer to the following effect diagram for the ambient brightness setting.

Ambient brightness setting is too high

Ambient brightness setting is right
8.3 Fill light brightness setting
8.3.1 The standard license plate camera fill light brightness is adjustable in 10 levels. It is controlled by the

light intensity “- +” button on the control panel. There is no indicator light for the fill light brightness.
Please set the actual shooting effect according to the actual shooting effect, as shown in the left figure
below.
8.3.2 Capture function license plate camera fill light brightness 13 adjustable, please press the "up and
down" button on the LCD control panel to move the yellow cursor to the fill light brightness, then
press the "left and right" button to set the parameter value. The set parameter machine will be
automatically saved, and the LCD screen will not be operated automatically within 30 seconds, as
shown in the right figure below.

8.3.3 During the installation and commissioning process, please set the brightness of the fill light according to
the effect of the on-site license plate. If the license plate character is dark, the brightness of the fill light
is not bright enough. Please set the brightness of the fill light to a high point; if the license plate
character is whiter. For overexposure, please set the brightness of the fill light to a low point. For the
brightness setting of the fill light, please refer to the following effect diagram.

Fill light brightness setting is too bright

Fill light brightness setting is right

8.4 Wide dynamic setting
8.4.1 Standard license plate camera wide dynamic support low mode, medium mode, high mode, high mode
four modes, controlled by the "wide dynamic" button on the control panel, wide dynamic no indicator
light, as shown below, please users according to the actual The effect settings for shooting.
8.4.2 The snap-on function license plate camera wide dynamic supports the low mode, the middle mode, the
high mode, and the high mode. Please press the “up and down” buttons on the LCD control panel to
move the yellow cursor to the wide dynamic, and then press “ The left and right buttons set the
parameter value, the set parameter machine will automatically save, and the LCD screen will not
automatically operate within 30 seconds, as shown in the right figure below.

8.4.3 Wide dynamic is mainly used for shooting dark areas and suppressing highlight levels in backlight
environment. The camera defaults to the factory mode. If the actual installed scene environment is dark,
you can set the wide dynamic to higher mode or high mode. The ambient brightness around the
captured image does not affect the license plate effect. For wide dynamic settings, please refer to the
following effect diagram.

Wide dynamic is not turned on

Wide dynamic setting to low mode effect

Wide dynamic setting to medium mode effect

8.5 Glare suppression setting
8.5.1 The standard license plate camera glare suppression supports four modes: low mode, medium mode,
high mode and high mode. It is controlled by the “strong light suppression” button on the control panel,
corresponding to 4 indicators, as shown in the left figure below.
8.5.2 The snap-on function license plate camera glare suppression supports four modes: low
mode, medium mode, high mode, and high mode. Please press the “up and down” buttons on the
LCD control panel to move the yellow cursor to the strong light suppression. Press the “Left
and Right” button to set the parameter value, the set parameter machine will automatically
save, and the LCD screen will not automatically operate within 30 seconds, as shown in the
right figure below.

8.5.3 The strong light suppression is to control the camera to suppress the level of the
headlights, and the machine defaults to the factory mode. The user can set the glare
suppression level according to the brightness of the lights in the picture taken on the
installation site. If the lights are brighter on the screen, the glare suppression level is
too low. Please set the level to a high level. Under normal circumstances, the lights .It is
a white point. For the glare suppression setting, please refer to the following effect diagram.

Strong light suppression is not turned on or the level setting is too low

Strong light suppression setting is right

8.6 Photosensitive start value setting
8.6.2 The time when the standard license plate camera fill light is turned on can be adjusted sooner or later
by adjusting the height of the photosensor and changing the sensitivity of the light.
8.6.3 The snap-on function license plate camera has a 13-level adjustable light-sensing value. Please press
the “Up and Down” buttons on the LCD control panel to move the yellow cursor to the light-sensitive start
value, and then press the “Left and Right” button to set the parameter value. The set parameter machine will
be automatically saved, and the LCD screen will not be operated automatically within 30 seconds, as shown in
the right figure below.

Note: The fill light on the night camera is not turned on, the camera cannot enter the night
license plate mode, the glare suppression function cannot be turned on, and the license plate
cannot be seen.

9. Camera resolution, stream settings
9.1 Resolution, stream setting, 200W pixel camera supports up to 1920 x 1080p 30fps real-time
encoding, users can get better images according to NVRs docked by different manufacturers,
and can set the resolution and code stream of the camera.
9.1.1 IE browser login camera set the camera resolution, code stream, click parameter settings → video
settings, as shown below.

9.1.2 The client sets the resolution and code stream of the camera. For details, please read the manual of our
company's network camera client, as shown below.

10. Capture settings
10.1 Photographic coil photo settings, IE browser login camera click parameter settings →
capture settings → ground capture, ground capture capture hook, the ground capture mode is set to normally
open, as shown below.

10.2 Virtual coil photo settings, IE browser login camera click parameter settings → capture
settings → virtual coil, hook one of the windows, mouse to drag the green area line, set the
appropriate size according to the site width, click on the application, as shown below.

10.3 Save or upload the picture, the picture taken by the license plate camera can be saved
in the local SD card of the machine or uploaded via FTP. Click parameter setting → capture
setting → capture linkage. The user can check the save picture to the FTP server or check
the save picture to SD card according to the requirements. As shown below. It can also be
saved to the SD card and uploaded to the FTP server.

11.FTP setting
11.1 Run the FTP server software on the computer, click User Account Management → click Add
User Wizard → create a new user account → click Next, as shown below.
11.2 Enter the password to confirm the password → Next → select the root directory where
you want to save the picture (which disk to which folder to save → click Next, → privilege
all check → FTP server software setting is completed → click the green button in the upper
left corner to start the FTP server.

11.3 Log in to the camera with IE browser and click Parameter Settings→Snap Settings→Check
Save Picture to FTP Server→Click Application→Click FTP Server Settings→Server Fill
Computer IP Address→Port 21→User Name Password (created when setting up FTP server software)
Username and password) → Click on the application, then click on the test, the test is
successful, the camera FTP server settings are completed, as shown below.

12. PC remote monitoring, please read our company HR P2P client user manual.

13. Mobile phone remote monitoring, please read my company's mobile APP
user manual.

Appendix 1 Product Troubleshooting
Q1：The camera is powered on, the device network indicator is not lit, and the camera cannot be found using
the NVR, search tool, and client. What should I do?
A1：1. Confirm that the network device is properly connected to the camera.
2. Confirm the standard for using the network cable. The recommended cable standard is 1236 (green
white, green, blue, white, blue).
3. Connect the network cable to other network devices to confirm that the network cable is available.
4. Check if the length of the network cable exceeds 150 meters. If it is exceeded, add a relay device in the
middle of the network cable.
5. Check if the device (switch, NVR, computer) connected to the camera is normal.
6. If there is no problem with the network cable and connection, please consult the company's technical
staff for processing.
Q2：After the camera is powered on, the NVR connection timeout is repeated, and the same is repeated many
times. What should I do?
A2：1. Confirm that the network indicator is properly lit and the network cable is connected correctly.
2. Ensure that the camera and the NVR are on the same network segment. If they are not on the same
network segment, change the network segment of the NVR. Or use the search tool and client search on the
computer to modify the IP address of the camera and ensure that there is no IP address conflict. Connect the
NVR and the camera. If the connection still times out abnormally, please add it manually. The ONVIF port of
our company license plate camera is 8080, and the username and password are not verified.
3. Restart the device and repeat step 2 above. If it is still not normal, please consult our technical staff for
processing.
Q3：The license plate was exposed at night, what should I do?
A3 ： 1. Pay attention to whether the fill light on the camera is turned on when the vehicle is close to the

camera. If the vehicle makes the near camera fill light off, please adjust the height of the light sensor for the
standard license plate camera. Please take the function of the license plate camera on the LCD screen. Adjust
the light-sensitive start value on the control panel to ensure that the fill light on the camera is turned on
when the vehicle is near the camera at night.
2. If the fill light on the camera is turned on when the vehicle is close to the camera, set the brightness of the
fill light on the camera to a low point.
3. If the vehicle is close to the camera, the fill light on the camera is turned on, and the brightness of the fill
light on the camera is also set low. The license plate is still white and exposed. Please set the camera's glare
suppression level to a high point.
Q4：During the daytime video playback license plate smear, what should I do?
A4：1. During the daytime video playback license plate smear is mainly caused by the video frame rate less
than 25 frames, please choose a good performance camera.
2. Turn down the camera stream, the factory default is 4096 kbps, please adjust to 2048 kbps.
3. Reduce the camera resolution, the default resolution of the 2 megapixel license plate camera main
stream is 1920 x 1080p 25fps, the main stream resolution can be set to 1280 x 720p 25fps.
4. Try not to use wireless bridge WIFI to transmit signals.
Q5：Night video playback license plate smear, what should I do?
A5： 1. If the playback of the license plate during the day is very good, and the night scene playback video
license plate smear, please set the speed on the camera to a high point.
Q6：The camera has been running for a while and found that the captured image is not clear enough. What
should I do?
A6 ： 1. In places with bad environment, please regularly remove the dirt on the front cover glass of the
camera.
2. Open the top cover of the machine, select the focusing object, gently rotate the focus ring, slow down the
rotation speed when it is gradually clear, continue to rotate when it is considered clear, until the object slowly
becomes blurred, then adjust it slightly in the opposite direction. The sharpest is achieved, and the focus
screw is locked to prevent the focus ring from rotating automatically.

Appendix 2 Restore factory settings
When we set the function buttons on the camera repeatedly, we can't take better license plate
effects. Please do not worry, you can restore the camera to our factory default parameters. The factory
default parameter is that our R&D designers repeatedly test and verify a relatively comprehensive
parameter value in different environments. In theory, as long as the focal length of the user lens is
adjusted properly, the license plate can be seen.
The standard license plate camera parameters are restored to the factory settings: first disconnect
the camera power, press the speed button on the control panel, do not release, and then power on the
camera for three seconds. Then turn off the power of the camera, and at the same time release the
speed button, wait for three seconds, then power on the camera, the camera will complete the
parameters to restore the factory original parameters.
Capture the license plate camera parameters to restore the factory settings: press the Rreet
(Reset Video Parameters) button on the control panel for 3 seconds, the camera will complete the
parameters to restore the factory original parameters.

